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The Mooring which Transforms Culture by Andre Resner June, The Danger of Reductionism Perhaps the
greatest issue at stake in the eclipse of worship and evangelism by their collapse together is one of the most
insidious: The reduction is noxious enough to encompass both the nature of worship and evangelism. It
remains important for conservative churches to biblically justify what they do. Uncritical sifting and
organizing of a litany of texts causes such statements as this from Donald McGavran: The Gospels, the book
of Acts, and the Epistles were written by missionaries for mission. Holladay shows well that the contemporary
concern for church growth does not really find a specific taproot in the New Testament. Abraham has done the
church a great service in his The Logic of Evangelism. These all focus on one facet of evangelism and attempt
to make that one facet the center or essence of what evangelism is supposed to be. Pragmatism suffers a
withering fate under the intense gaze of such a shift of focus. To repeat, the activities of the church are unique.
What worship and evangelism are, and how they are done, are determinative for how they are related to one
another. He certainly does not mean this in a pragmatic sense. This is because on the American religious scene
what sells is what is simple and authoritative. The marketing concerns of the American church would have us
take the mystery of the gospel and package it in a way that its distributors can easily peddle and the consumers
can easily purchase. Thus, rather than retaining the biblical picture of people entering a great mystery that they
will never quite have a purely cognitive handle on, we have the contemporary picture of people reducing the
mystery to a commodity of social exchange. The life in Christ is a mystery to be lived in, not simply a set of
propositions to be memorized. How do we make the message heard and seen, and then either rejected or
accepted? The question cannot be: How do we communicate the Gospel so that others will accept it? For this
there is no method. To communicate the Gospel means putting it before the people so that they are able to
decide for or against it. The Christian Gospel is a matter of decision. It is to be accepted or rejected. All that
we who communicate this Gospel can do is to make possible a genuine decision. If the gospel is intentionally
cut and shaped so as to achieve numerical growth for whatever reasons! But even if we or an angel from
heaven should proclaim to you a gospel contrary to what we proclaimed to you, let that one be accursed! Paul
was unequivocal in his critique of those who would make the gospel a commodity for the open market e. In
fact, he went so far as to make claims for his own role in evangelism and ministry that the church has often
wished he had not. Tillich describes two kinds of stumbling blocks: The danger of reductionism in evangelism
is the exchanging of stumbling blocks, our placing one of our own production, whether it be one of method or
personality or whatever. Conclusion The cost of a reduced gospel is too high. It can only result in a reduced
worship of the Holy God, a reduced community life while often ironically creating a larger community,
numerically speaking , a reduced presence of justice in the world, and a reduced spirit of compassion among
the broken. The third and final part to this series will explore more closely the relationship of worship and
evangelism with the hope of recovering each on its own terms. Harper and Row, As quoted by C. The
theological grounding of the Kingdom of God sets our agenda. The aim of Christian education is to do
likewise so that the church as the body of Christ might continue to transform culture. As such the church is
judged by the degree to which it becomes a sign and witness in the world to the reign of God. The Geneva
Press, Oxford University Press, One is reminded here of the apropos words of Marcus Barth: The Judson
Press,
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Converse with civility and redemption in mind online and in person The Eclipse of the Bible by Self We
choose ourselves over the core convictions of the Bible routinely, so we are bereft of anything resembling the
fruit of the Spirit. This is a profound indictment for us who purportedly have the blood of Jesus covering our
sin. Jesus has called out a holy people, a royal priesthood of all believers, and instead we choose whatever our
own selfish desires want. Instead of contextualizing the gospel, we rationalize our behavior. We think less of
what the world needs to next hear, or what the gospel claims for our actions, and we think more of what backs
up our actions in scripture. When we are challenged by anyone we do a google search of scriptures that might
somehow be negotiated into backing up our behavior, rather than engaging in the word in such a way that it
actually challenges us and our obedience to it any longer. We attack the world primarily over matters of sex,
while being no more holy than we were a decade ago ourselves. We are stuck in our sins and believe in the
authority of the Bible only in as much as it gives us the authority of self-expression of our evangelical political
concepts over others. But, I think we post-evangelicals know deep down that the Word of God is more
important than any one of us in this world. If we return to the beautiful life-giving way of scripture-living
people the movement may rebirth in us. If our neighbors see us actually living differently than them, instead of
just putting a different political sign in our yards than them, we will have begun to change this trend. May we
repent of our sins and go back to Scripture in our quiet moments each week, worshipping God in our every
step, confessing and repenting when we err, and becoming a people that are admired for our devotion to living
as Christ taught, rather than as hypocrites who always point out the sins of others, never taking care to confess
our own. Regardless of what others do, I commit to Bible-following, because it starts with me, or my vibrant
faith dies along with evangelicalism. I repent that I have allowed authority of the self to eclipse the authority
of the Bible, and will make concrete steps before the end of the year to engage with fresh focus in this area,
and reject the idolatry of self which evangelicalism has embraced. I willâ€¦ Read my Bible in a way that it
convicts me about my behavior and attitude Allow others to truly keep me accountable to live in a holy way
Live with conviction under the authority of Scripture Eliminate hypocrisy from my life Selflessly admit I
could be wrong The Eclipse of the Cross by Power We choose the power of the world over the power of the
cross, preferring to chase the halls of power in Washington D. We would prefer to put a picture of ourselves
with our favorite politician on our wall than the cross of Jesus Christ. We leaders point to our likes and shares
and platform, all symbols of our powerful status, rather than point to the cross of Jesus, boasting only in him.
We would rather invite a politician into our pulpit, literally between the congregation and the cross in our
buildings, to curry favor and let fame rub off on us than to call people to the forgiveness of Jesus Christ at the
cross. All too often this power we desire has actually had overtones of white power with a strident denial of
any white privilege. We have allowed those with vaguely white supremacist views to not only take refuge in
our churches and go unchallenged from the pulpit, but also to allow a supremacist view of race to cultivate
even among our educated and influential leaders. As this has happened, the idea of a Black Evangelical and a
White Evangelical has become even more distinct, and the already deep divisions and darkest days of
evangelical separatism have re-emerged, threatening the unity that God commanded of us in a more direct way
than at any time since the Civil Rights era, when we likewise largely failed at the challenge set before us by
God. Some have hoped that revival would come and then magically end our problems of race, providing unity.
It could be that God is waiting upon our true repentance from the lust for power and the subtly supportive
practices of racism to allow revival to come. We may have his priorities out of order, since confession often
precedes and sparks revival, rather than coming after it. But, I think we post-evangelicals know deep down
that the cross is more powerful than the powers of this world. If we begin to see how the Holy Spirit might
bring us together, across race and ethnicity, and to truly listen to the concerns of our brothers and sisters of
color, we can reverse this trend. If we repent of our chasing after the power of the world, and begin to chase
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after the power of God, we will find a greater statesmanship, and a credibility to actually speak into the public
square that we have somewhere along the way lost. When we think of our identity, we can regain a sense of
movement only taking up our crosses daily, through the posture of submission to Christ, and by pointing to the
party of the lamb, rather than advocating for the party of the donkey or the elephant. We must chase after the
permanent power of the kingdom of Heaven, rather than temporary power of earth. Regardless of what others
do, I commit to cross-focus because it starts with me, or my vibrant faith dies along with evangelicalism. I
repent that I have allowed power to eclipse the cross of Christ, and will make concrete steps before the end of
the year to engage with fresh focus in this area, and reject the idolatry of power which evangelicalism has
embraced. I willâ€¦ Fix my eyes on Jesus and his cross Ask others to question ways in which I seek power
Eliminate partisanship from my faith convictions, demoting party affiliation to a preference Ask open ended
questions of people of color, receiving and follow their counsel Doing the hard work of reconciliation that
actually costs me something more than words The Eclipse of Transformation by Money We choose money
over missions and over the transformation of cultures and societies. We calculate the cost of every move so we
never say anything that might too sharply challenge anyone, we have ceded the prophetic high ground of
biblical justice in our churches to ensure the steady flow of resources to make sure we meet budget and build
buildings. We have lost the urgency to send anyone to reach the billions and billions who are lost worldwide,
and evangelicalism is no longer the mission sending movement it was designed to be. Evangelicals from the
global south now send droves of missionaries to North America to reach those we miss in our back yard, and
nine other countries now send a higher percentage of their members as missionaries than we do. Church
boards act more like money managers of missionary funds than the classical evangelicals who gathered in
days gone by, shedding tears, praying prayers, and paying the way for those to reach entire countries dying
without Christ. They sent their own sons and daughters for the cause, while we obsess about a rate of return on
our investment like bankers instead of believers. Likewise, we care not for the actual transformation of our
neighborhoods and cities at home. Evangelicals largely see immigrants and refugees as only a threat to our
fiscal security, rather than people that we might reach for the sake of the gospel, or when they are Christians as
is often the case seeing them as partners we can learn from and work with. This erosion of transformative
motive has made tapping into the xenophobia of evangelicals a sure-fire election issue for politicians. We
choose where to live and where to have our children educated with only a concern for our financial well-being
and protection. Propagating our financial security and growth is the unspoken but constant aim of our
decisions, and we cannot transform the souls and systems of society when the goal is our own greed. But, I
think we post-evangelicals know deep down that the transformation of our culture is more valuable than all the
money in this world. We can regain what God wants for us if we look at our culture as a whole, and find
cross-cultural ways to bring the kingdom of God on earth as it is in Heaven, whether that means a loving
connection to the immigrant new to our neighborhood, or the lost land in another hemisphere that needs us to
rekindle the fires of missionary impulse. Regardless of what others do, I commit to this kind of missionary
culture-transformation, because it starts with me, or my vibrant faith dies along with evangelicalism. I repent
that I have allowed money to eclipse the transformation of culture, and will make concrete steps before the end
of the year to engage with fresh focus in this area, and reject the idolatry of money which evangelicalism has
embraced. I willâ€¦ Live on dramatically less and spend more wisely Give a greater amount of my income to
supporting missionaries Pray for worldwide evangelism daily Consider which areas of systemic injustice
require my sacrificial investment Eliminate ways I contribute to injustice and risks my white privilege to
defend the oppressed Four out of Five White Evangelicals Now we need to talk about the elephant in the
room. Much has been made of the data showing that White Evangelicals in the US voted for Donald Trump at
a rate of 4 out of 5. You may not like me bringing this up in the context of this treatise which is more about the
state of the church and theological matters, but like or not, as evangelicalism reaches total eclipse, it comes at
a moment when we are associated quite directly with the President we largely helped achieve power. As a full
disclosure on my part, two of the most notable public evangelical detractors of President Trump include two
great leaders I worked for directly in the last decade, Jo Anne Lyon and Max Lucado. So as we consider
evangelical identity in its age of eclipse it is pertinent to ask ourselves: I am tempted to say no, based on the
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above classical components of evangelical belief and life, Mr. Trump is not a classic evangelical. However, he
may in fact roughly match the reality of evangelicalism in eclipse. He juggles these four factors like a court
jester of Washington DC, giving little if any respect or attention to the values evangelicals have said they care
about for hundreds of years. He has experienced no personal conversion personally, claiming to have never
even asked God for forgiveness and defending his faith as an entirely private matter, but he values
entertainment over most anything, devoting most of his business life to it. Even those that cannot stand our
president must admit that he is a highly entertaining sort. No one has ever accused the man of being boring.
He is not Bible-following, in belief or practice, as is patently evident in his behavior and words. He is not
cross-focused, never bringing to bear the concepts of redemption or the reconciling grace made possible by the
death of Jesus on the cross. Nor is he culture-transforming, as his isolationist values make no room for the
longstanding moral and Christian influence of our nation worldwide, something that evangelicals have perhaps
even over-stated in the past, in their drive to be a witness to the world. My aim is not to convince you to object
to Mr. Trump as I and my mentors have, or to support him. Instead, my claim is that President Donald Trump
may in fact be a mirror to hold up to show evangelicals what they actually look like now. Whether you have a
politically calculated toleration for President Trump, or a revulsion to his policies and behavior, he is us,
reflecting in the mirror all our lost glory as evangelicals. Donald Trump is what we evangelicals already are,
or at least are becoming. It explains why he is so supported among us. Even after a cavalcade of circus-like
activity coming from the White House since his inauguration, he still retains his support. Why not, I say, if he
matches what we actually value. We love entertainment, ourselves, power, and money. We need to admit it.
We love these values even more than the Son of God they obscure behind them. Next Evangelicalism In this
treatise I have claimed that like the eclipse of the sun by the moon, evangelicalism has been eclipsed internally
by other priorities and idolatry. Repentance is needed by we evangelicals, and a return to the core values that
made evangelicalism purposeful for God in the first place. Evangelicalism was never perfect, but it was used
by God, and perhaps this eclipse will pass if we each as individuals recommit to do our part to the core tenets
that made evangelicalism work for Jesus. We may need to throw out the term. We may need to join a Christian
identity that will emerge and be created by young people tomorrow that we cannot clearly see today. But
whatever the case, may we again become those who value: Individual lives converted by Christ and made
newâ€¦ The Bible as the true guide for actually living differently than we used to liveâ€¦ The cross of Christ as
the actual crux of history, which provides the only persistent power worth aligning ourselves with, andâ€¦ The
missionary transformation of cultures and communities, found here and nearby, and in the hard and faraway
places likewise. May all this be made possible by the Him who can do immeasurably more than all we ask or
even dream of, Jesus Christ. He serves at the chief of staff for The Wesleyan Church headquarters. The
Eclipse of Evangelicalism may be re-published in any format provided these lines are included.
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The Relationship of Evangelism to Worship by Andre Resner July â€” August, The first two articles in this
series traced the historical background to the eclipse of worship and evangelism, and pointed toward a
mooring for each that is not subverted by culture but rather seeks to transform culture. In this third installment
I will discuss the relationship of worship to evangelism. With the scope of evangelism widened to include
much more than is traditionally understood1, we cannot exclude worship from consideration as one of the
aspects of evangelism. Yet it would be a mistake to understand the worship times of the church as having a
primarily evangelistic purpose. This would be to fall prey to a thoroughly American frontier development of
Christian worship, namely some form of revivalism. The worship of the community assumes evangelism. The
relationship of evangelism to worship is to be seen thus as circular rather than simultaneous. One leads to the
other which in turn leads again to the other. We are focusing here on the movement from evangelism to
worship. The sacrament of transition in this is baptism. The sacramental aspect of baptism is irreducible and
irreplaceable in initiating one into the Kingdom. This is to seriously reduce the message and its specificity of
address to individual persons. The identity gained in the worship of God is not simply acquirable through
substitute means such as Sunday School. This is because Christian cognition, identity, and selfhood is not
formed simply through the rational means of pedagogy. The Christian community is in the process of
becoming something, a something which is not possible without being in the presence of Someone. Rather, we
are being drawn by our God to an existence within mystery. In worship we are being formed as a people who
grow into the deeper reaches of mystery. This mystery has to do with a mode of existence and a certain
identity which stands in contrast to the way the world understands existence and identity. Indeed, worship is
the context in which an alternative world is constituted for the community of faith. To sacrifice the orientative
and sacramental time of corporate worship by the community of faith to some other agenda is to offer up the
worship by the saints on the altar of American pragmatism. The effective loss is of both worship and
evangelism, thus a betrayal of the gospel. As Karl Barth has said so forcefully: Is it not salutary and consoling
to the poor pragmatic man of today to learn that here there is something which certainly does have its
pragmatic side, but which cannot be justified for pragmatic reasonsâ€¦. Visitors do come, and they are
welcome. But that does not mean that we sell out what would compromise Christian identity and orientation
for the goal of bringing in new converts. That is as it should be. I am reminded of the scene in the movie
Ghandi when the white priest played, incidentally, by the same actor who played Eric Liddel in Chariots of
Fire was riding on top of the train with a number of bare-backed lower class natives. One man looked at the
priest and smiled a wide toothless grin, to which the priest responded with an uncomfortable smile as they
rumbled down the track. But it did not consider the possible misunderstanding of its participation in it worth
compromising its practice. To drop such elements from worship for pragmatic purposes is to compromise the
heart of worship. We do not have to apologize for practices that are essential to our identity. Let the church
beware: The cost of reductionism and substitution in worship and evangelism by their continued confusion
and collapse together is too high. Out of its corporate worship to God, its participation in the body, blood, and
Word of Christ, it is shaped again into the image of God. This sort of shaping cannot be attained by other
mediums. The Christian community must overcome the mindset that thinks it must choose between either
worship or evangelism. To eclipse one with the other results in the fading and darkening of both. Rather, the
church worships because humanity exists for the praise of his glory and the church is that sector of humanity
who have been graciously shown that by God, have faithfully recognized that and meet together to do so. Such
an issue is beyond the scope of this study. Questions of method ought to be an outgrowth of a theological
orientation to what evangelism is, how it relates to worship, and the individual factors of the cultural context
in which evangelism is carried out. To attempt to summarize method in evangelism in an article such as this
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would necessarily be reductive. In this article I am focusing however on that unique and necessary time when
the entire body of believers gathers for the worship of God. Its Theology and Practice London: Lutterworth
Press, Doxology Against Ideology and Idolatry Minneapolis: Fortress Press, esp. It would be tempting to
expand this discussion of the way in which worship shapes the identity of the community, but that is not
possible here.
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He plans to host a viewing party with members of his western Wisconsin parish who are used to hearing about
his love of the stars and sky. A portrait of Father James Kurzynski, an amateur astronomer and priest, with his
telescopes at his church, St. Some have gone so far as to use it to predict the end of the world, while others
have taken on the less glamorous task of warning people about the health risks of the upcoming festivities,
beyond the potential eye damage. There will be a zillion extra people on top of us," said Jim Creighton, who
serves on the parish pastoral council for Saints Peter and Paul Catholic Church in Hopkinsville, Kentucky.
Millions of Americans are expected to flood into the path, potentially overwhelming small towns with limited
lodging accommodations and cell service. Affected cities have spent months preparing for the rush of visitors,
promoting town festivals, free concerts and lots of faith-related events, too. These faith communities are not
just stepping up to help their town meet the demands of an unprecedented number of visitors. Even churches
outside of the path of totality can benefit from the solar eclipse, said Father Kurzynski, who leads St. Joseph
Parish in Menomonie, Wisconsin. Jen Ackerman, For the Deseret News "When many people who know my
faith come to know I also love astronomy, their concern is that looking through my telescope brings my faith
into doubt," he said. It marks the first time since that a solar eclipse has cut a path across the continental U. Jen
Ackerman, For the Deseret News Eclipse watchers will likely respond best to churches that are getting
involved in the festivities in a variety of ways, such as by renting campsites, providing public restrooms or
hosting informal worship services. Soft evangelism, or the type of outreach that flows from seemingly
nonreligious events, might seem opportunistic, said Jeff Zweerink, an astrophysicist who serves as executive
director of online learning at Reasons to Believe , an organization that seeks to link religious teachings with
scientific research. But Jesus himself found success going where the people are, he added. Churches in the
path of totality are expecting a tidal wave of visitors to hit their towns in the days leading up to Monday, Aug.
Members of his faith community want to be available for visitors who are unprepared for hot summer days in
Kentucky, he noted. They feel called to address health concerns, in addition to spiritual ones. We thought
folks might enjoy getting out of the sun," the Rev. Visitor-focused resources complement services offered to
local residents. In the weeks leading up to the solar eclipse, faith leaders are becoming key points of contact
for people who want to know what to expect on eclipse weekend, Creighton said. Saints Peter and Paul
Catholic Church has printed five bulletin inserts with safety information to share with worshippers. Science
and faith A total solar eclipse is like no other natural phenomenon. When the moon covers the sun, cities in the
path of totality will be as dark as night. The temperature will drop," said Zweerink, who is co-leading an
excursion to Oregon. Some faith leaders are focused on the potential apocalyptic consequences of the sky
going dark during the day. Most faith leaders are taking a less controversial approach, relating the coming
eclipse to biblical metaphors about spiritual darkness. Similarly, Father Kurzynski views scientific discoveries
as an enrichment to his faith. Zweerink, a committed Christian and professional astrophysicist, said his
engagement with science has helped him understand God in new ways. Do we really grasp the fact that the
moon is just the right size and distance from us that when it gets between the earth and the sun it more or less
covers the sun?
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A Christian ministry is using Monday's eclipse to share the love of Christ with thousands. Rev. Harrell Riley conceived
SolQuest17 as a kind of Gospel festival during the eclipse to bring others.

By Daniel Henderson We can do all the right things for all the wrong reasons. The New Testament gives
various examples of improperly driven religious people. These included the pious Pharisees who prayed and
led in noble religious enterprises with all the wrong intentions. Jesus spoke of those who preached, baptized,
and cast out demons but not for Christ and His glory Matthew 7: Building barns is not a bad thing unless you
are doing it to preserve fleeting riches like the rich man of Luke Clearly it is not just the size of our efforts but
the substance of our efforts that matters. It is not just what we appear to do but why we do it, how we do it,
and for whose glory. The Rally Cry to Reach the Lost Many leaders have a stated passion for evangelism in
and through their churches. What could be more noble? But what could be more checkered with potential ego
needs in the hope for a larger, more renowned ministry? Of course, only the Lord knows what drives the
plethora of dynamic, type-A church entrepreneurs. Yet, it seems a genuine burden for lost people will be the
overflow of a compulsion for leading people to Christ personally, sparked by a broken heart over the condition
of people lost without Christ. Inconsolable tears, not ingenious techniques, are the acid test of a genuine
passion for evangelism. Even though we are supposed to be following Jesus, who never established a program,
but rather grew His Kingdom through loving servitude toward those closest to Him, we can easily become so
obsessed with the next surge in growth that we use and discard people along the way. New staff are hired
based on the programs they can produce rather than the disciples they can reproduce. All leaders give mental
assent to this ideal. The growth that is from God is the overflow of personal witness by individual Christians
who are so in love with Christ and filled with the witness-bearing Spirit of God that they cannot help but speak
of what they have seen and heard of Jesus Acts 4: The best picture of what Jesus had in mind with these words
is the quality of followers He engaged and the kind of work those early apostles produced. Ultimately a
disciple becomes like his master, according to Jesus. These followers understood faith in Christ as a life of
sacrifice for the sake of the greatest purpose in the world. They were passionate about a pure Gospel message,
propelled by extraordinary prayer, devoted to one another in self-denying love, and glad to lay down their very
lives for Christ. It is the bold demonstration of a truly repentant, believing, and Christ-enthralled life. Baptism
is the compulsion of a life that has been saved, not from hell, but from the sin that condemns the lost to hell.
We are to rise from the waters of baptism to walk the path of genuine worship. Diluted baptismal waters are
usually preceded by an incomplete Gospel appeal, which is often rooted in a desire for bigger rather than
better. Judgment and Timing Having considered these possible indicators, our task is not to judge other leaders
and ministries but rather to ask the Lord to search our own hearts. In 1 Corinthians 4: In fact, I do not even
judge myself. For I know of nothing against myself, yet I am not justified by this; but He who judges me is the
Lord. Therefore judge nothing before the time, until the Lord comes, who will both bring to light the hidden
things of darkness and reveal the counsels of the hearts. Glory to His Name! Oh, how we need how I need a
Spirit-birthed, Gospel-centered, and broken-hearted passion for the lost coupled with a boldness to declare the
good news of Jesus Christ. Great content delivered to your inbox weekly! Sign up for a free weekly devotional
from Daniel Henderson.
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The Relationship of Evangelism to Worship. by Andre Resner July - August, The first two articles in this series traced the
historical background to the eclipse of worship and evangelism, and pointed toward a mooring for each that is not
subverted by culture but rather seeks to transform culture.

8: Solar Eclipse - Prophetic Revelations
(Worthy News) - A Christian ministry is using Monday's eclipse to share the love of Christ with thousands. Rev. Harrell
Riley conceived SolQuest17 as a kind of Gospel festival during the eclipse to bring others to Christ.

9: Solar Eclipse Evangelism: Jesus Blocks God's Judgment Like the Moon Blocks the Sun
It can turn the eclipse into something other than just a really cool thing, and into a reminder of heavenly wonder, an
opportunity to proselytize, or as an omen of dark days to come.
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